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The best way to enjoy this magazine is to
have it as a PDF file on your desktop or laptop
computer, and then read it with a PDF reader.
I recommend using the Adobe Reader to do
so. Also, tea (to drink, not splash it on your
computer screen. Why would you do that?!?).
If you read this magazine directly with a
browser, then clicking on any links in the
magazine will bring you to the link page. And
basically close the magazine. Which isn't fun
when you want to come back to the
magazine.
Speaking of links, they will be in blue and
underlined, like so (<-- don't click, that's not a
link!). In cases where the background colour
isn't cooperative, the links will be in a lighter
shade of blue, like so (you're not supposed to

see that clearly. Unless you're Superman. In
which case, OMG Krispy Kryptonite, I've got
Superman reading Singularity! *jumps
around room*).

If you're reading this on a mobile device or
tablet, let me know (yes, that's a real email
link) how I can make it better for you to enjoy
the magazine.

In miscellaneous information, the title text
"Singularity" is set in the font Perpetua. I
found out about the font when I read the
copyright page of a book. Yes, the physical
kind. And now, I'll leave you to your reading...
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From the editor
March 2011 was eventful, relatively speaking. I patronised 2 new cafes and
covered 2 events. I've also started creating YouTube videos, and
incorporating some of them into the magazine. Let me know what you
think.
I've also interviewed Thom Chambers, who writes a magazine to help you
reach your True Fans. You'd be surprised at how few online magazines are
out there...
In an event I covered, one particular topic of note was the business of music
(read the whole thing on page 56). The music industry is affected by the
Internet (and piracy), as is the newspaper and publishing industry. Big
labels and big publishing houses are scrambling for a solution, while
individuals are rejoicing (or at least some of them are).
Think self-publishing is beneath you, and you want an external party to
"validate" you? Nothing wrong with that. Know that they're looking for
"sure-fire successes", and you demonstrate that by already having a
following. By publishing anyway, you garner True Fans and show you're
"worthy" of being "officially" published. Chicken and egg problem? You bet.
Decide. Choose.
Cover image © Cathy

Vincent Tan
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Get this
awesome
T-shirt at
the store!

“True Fans allow you to
focus on doing your work.”
Thom Chambers // intreehouses.com

Finiteness of
a magazine

© Cathy
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Interview with
Thom Chambers
I believe my first contact
with the magazine
In Treehouses was because
of Chris Guillebeau. You will
probably hear me talk about
Chris a lot. Because he's
awesome. Anyway, I took a
look at that magazine,
because I also write a
magazine (you're reading it).
Wow, this guy Thom Chambers writes a magazine to help you
reach your 1000 True Fans! I'm already hooked. The True Fan
concept was first proposed by Kevin Kelly, but I'll let Thom tell
you about it.
Both Thom and I were inspired by Seth Godin's post on micro
magazines to start our own magazines. So both of us were
plodding along creating our magazines month after month.
Well, Thom's magazine is probably doing better than mine. So
I interviewed him to find out more.
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Vincent: In Treehouses is a free magazine to
help people reach 1000 True Fans. My
readers may not be familiar with Kevin
Kelly's work. Can you tell us what is meant
by a True Fan?
Thom: Certainly. A True Fan, in the words of Kevin
Kelly, is defined as someone who will buy anything and
everything you produce. It's worth extending this,
though, and thinking about the type of business for
whom the True Fans model is built. Kelly talks about
creators as being the real beneficiaries of the idea whether they be artists or musicians or authors or
whomever - but I tend to use the term 'microbusiness'.
So if you're running a microbusiness, making axe
handles or cupcakes or ebooks or wedding stationery,
you no longer need to use your limited resources to try
and shout at the masses, hoping for the occasional
sale; instead you can focus on finding a small army of
1,000 people who love what you do. In this connected
world, 1,000 True Fans is all you need to make a living
from your microbusiness.

V: My readers are curious artists and
scientists. What does having True Fans
mean to them? How will having True
Fans help them?
T: Every time I buy a wallet, I buy it handmade
from Dumb Kid Designs on Etsy. I've been buying
map wallets from the same store for 4 years now,
and every time one wears out I just buy another
from the same place. I'm a True Fan of the store they don't need to sell me or advertise to me; I go
to Dumb Kid Designs without even thinking about
it.
This is the power of having True Fans. I'm here in
the English countryside, but a little homemade
store on Etsy that runs out of Kansas City,
Missouri, can call me a True Fan. The more fans
that their business can reach and keep, the less
they have to worry about each sale. Customers
become loyal and keep coming back, which
means more time to spend creating and less effort
and money that has to go into advertising and
hoping for customers. True Fans allow you to
focus on doing your work.
It's worth noting that 1,000 may not be a definite
number. Depending on what you create and what

income you need to make, it could be that you
need 50 True Fans or 5,000. The point is that
you're no longer having to wait helplessly for
someone to stumble across your work and maybe
purchase something; instead you're actively trying
to build and connect a group of people who love
what you do enough to keep coming back and
buying more.

The more fans that their
business can reach and
keep, the less they have to
worry about each sale.
V: I understand your first few issues (5,
to be exact) didn't start with that goal.
How has it evolved to its current state?
T: The goal of In Treehouses has always been the
same, but I just changed how I described it. The
first few issues were about creating "valuable,
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profitable niche communities", which is essentially
what 1,000 True Fans is all about. Using Kevin
Kelly's term is just a better shorthand way of
saying it, and it's also a term with which lots of
people in my niche are familiar. I'm trying to reach
people who run microbusinesses, and for those
who run a microbusiness the idea of having a loyal
group of repeat customers who allow you to make
a living doing what you love is pretty much the
ideal. '1,000 True Fans' taps into that ideal in one
simple phrase.
V: You mentioned that you're inspired
by Seth Godin's post on micro
magazines. There are online magazines
that exist as web pages. What made you
believe that a downloadable PDF (Seth's
suggestion) is the appropriate format
for your magazine?
T: This is a tricky one. With In Treehouses, I try to
get out of the way of the technology and just
create something that's accessible to as many
people as possible. I've no doubt that the
magazine's format will evolve as the technology
changes and more people shift to mobile readers
and so on, but for now most readers tend to know
where they are with a PDF.

I also think that having the magazine as an entity
unto itself, rather than as a series of web pages, is
something that appeals to our increasingly rarely
human desire for completeness. We like stories
and movies and novels and songs because they're
finite - they have an end. When you read a book,
you know that it ends at the last page and you can
say, "I'm finished with this now".

We like stories and movies
and novels and songs
because they're finite they have an end.
Online, there is no end. There's no completion.
You click from one page to another, one article to
another, one site to another and so on and so on. I
think that's why people connect with the
magazine; rather than just putting articles on a
site or having web pages, you get an entity with a
start and an end. You get the satisfaction that
comes of having read it and knowing that you're
done.

V: My magazine is also a downloadable
PDF, and I've been asked why I didn't
create it as web pages, because I would
then gain search engine optimisation
benefits. What are your opinions on
that?
T: I couldn't care less about SEO. Honestly, I've
never made one single decision for the magazine
or the site based on what the search engines will
think of it. I mean, I have metadata and all that
stuff, but in terms of the content I really don't
care.
People may find the magazine through Google
and I have no problem with that, but the majority
of my traffic comes from word of mouth, either on
Twitter or through people posting about the
magazine or emailing friends about it. That traffic
is so much more valuable to me, because it's more
likely to be the right sort of people for the
magazine than those who stumble across it
through a random search term. Plus, if you're
putting your content up as web pages then you no
longer really have a magazine - you have just
another website. You'd lose the very thing that
makes you remarkable.
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If you're putting your
content up as web pages
then you no longer really
have a magazine - you have
just another website.
The other thing to consider is the design. I would
have to sacrifice a lot of the magazine's design if I
wanted to put everything up as text-based web
pages - and I know that a huge number of my
readers enjoy the magazine because it gives them
a visual break from the way they usually read
content online. The design is central to the
magazine and to my readers' enjoyment of it, so
why would I sacrifice their happiness and loyalty
to try and get a handful of random readers I don't
know from a Google search result?

V: What are your design inspiration
sources (because your magazine looks
gorgeous)?
T: Thanks, that's kind of you to say. Well, the web
wants to be beautiful. You can find more
inspirational design in a few minutes of searching
than you could ever know what to do with, so it's
tragic that so much bad design still abounds. It is a
bonus being able to design the magazine in a
proper Adobe suite rather than having to try and
muck about with code, but even so I think there's
a real opportunity for anyone who invests in their
design to stand out, simply because so much poor
stuff is out there.
In terms of inspiration, I seek it out sometimes on
sites like Dribbble or Premium Pixels, but mostly
you just stumble across something in the course of
your day and think, "that might work". As long as
you're looking with open eyes, you'll find stuff
from which you can draw inspiration.
I always say that I can design, but I'm not a
designer. I can do the necessary to get things
looking good, but I tend to need to draw the
inspiration from elsewhere - so I spend a lot of
time looking and thinking and testing to see what
I can use.

V: What are you currently working on,
and what are your future projects?
T: On May 1st this year, I'm leaving my job to
work on In Treehouses full time. I've been able to
do this purely through the True Fans model, and in
less than a year from when I started the magazine.

For a lot of people, it's not
about getting 1,000 True
Fans just yet, it's about
getting one or five or ten.
I've had so many people ask me how to get started
on this journey - towards freedom, towards a side
income, towards a microbusiness, whatever you
want to achieve - that I had to take a step back
and think about it. For a lot of people, it's not
about getting 1,000 True Fans just yet, it's about
getting one or five or ten - enough to get started
and get things moving towards that goal.
What I realised was that everything I've achieved
has come about through publishing remarkable
free content. In short, that's the best way to get
your first True Fans. So at the end of March I'm

publishing an ebook about exactly how to do that
(do head over to the website and sign up if you
want to learn more).
The thing is, on some level most people get this
already; they blog for free and send newsletters
for free and write micro-magazines for free, that
sort of thing. But 'free' in itself has become boring.
It's no longer noteworthy simply to publish
something for free and expect people to read it,
because the web is full of free content. What's
needed is remarkable free content, stuff that gets
readers coming back for more. That's what this
ebook is about.
Beyond that, there's plenty more stuff in the
pipeline for this year, but you'll just have to stay
tuned to discover what's next...

//
Thom Chambers is the writer, editor, and
publisher of In Treehouses. He is also the
Marketing Manager for a marketing and design
agency in Cheltenham, England. Thom studied at
the universities of Exeter, Edinburgh, and Santa
Barbara, and currently lives and works in rural
England, from a studio amongst the lanes and
fields of the Hampshire countryside.

Website • www.intreehouses.com // Twitter • @intreehouses
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After 5 issues of In Treehouses, Thom Chambers
changed the direction of his magazine slightly. But the
value in those issues were still incredible. So Thom
compiled the articles and interviews into The Almanac.
In it, you will discover the importance of a community.
Your community. You will learn how credibility and trust
leads to profitability. And you will learn of the purple
cow.
Thom also interviewed many people whose insights are
beneficial to you. They include Internet business owners
such as Pat Flynn and Yaro Starak. From Maren Kate
writing about escaping the 9 to 5, to Colin Wright living
deliberately in exile. And then there's my personal hero,
world traveller Chris Guillebeau.
Buy The Almanac here.
Disclosure: that's an affiliate link.
But wait! If you're considering buying The Almanac, read
the next page first, for Thom has a second product that
you might find useful. Depending on the version, it also
includes The Almanac.
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If you're interested in gathering your first few
True Fans, you might find The Free Fans Kit by
Thom useful. There are 3 versions: Home Kit,
Pioneer Kit and Frontier Kit. Each version
includes the main Free Fans Kit ebook.

The Home Kit also includes The Almanac.
The Pioneer Kit also includes a mini-guide to
monetisation, 3 case studies, and the behind-thescenes look of In Treehouses. But The Almanac is
not included.
The Frontier Kit has everything, all of the above.
Disclosure: those are affiliate links.
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A friend Jason Ong told me about the opening of
this cafe The Pigeonhole. The cafe was opened on
5 March 2011, and I thought I'd go take a look.
In case you can't see the left pigeon properly, the
words read "The Pigeonhole - Art, Books, Cafe"
Twitter
http://twitter.com/the_pigeonhole
E-mail
the.pigeonhole.sg [at] gmail [dot] com
Facebook
http://www.facebook.com/the.pigeonhole
And that's me in the bottom right taking photos...
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I will tell you now. I've never done this
before. I summoned up courage and
asked the owners if I could take a photo
of them. They said yes!
I wonder how journalists do it...
That's Ave Chan on the left. Her name's
pronounced evuh, like "avenue" without
the "nue" part. Her business partner on
the right is Rayner Lim.
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They have awesome name cards!
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Ave was telling me about the time when she
was asked if it's ok for her name cards to be
3mm thick. She said, "Ok". She thought to
herself, how thick could 3mm be?

They have a lot of pigeon portraits, what
with their cafe's name and all.
What's that in the pigeon's brain?

It turned out to be pretty thick...

That's the chemical formula for caffeine.
Yes, these people are awesome.
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Rayner told me that they look for books that are interesting and not mainstream.
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Let me show you this pigeon
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Fun fact: I talked with Ave about the
name of the cafe. She told me that it's
because Rayner like a brand of bicycles
called the Flying Pigeon.
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I just want to show you the off-centre cup stabiliser.
Well, I don't want to feel like a freeloader or anything, so
I bought a brown latte. I don't normally drink coffee (I
prefer tea), but their choice of non-caffeinated drinks is
limited (basically they have coffee, tea, fruit juice and
beer). They don't even have cocoa-based drinks (I like
hot chocolate too, ok?)
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I flipped through this book, and
found 2 words I actually know! The
first word is "bifurcate". It means
"splitting into 2". I learnt this word
because of my studies in chaos
theory (that's maths to you).
The second word is "defenestrate".
It means "to throw out of a
window". I learnt of this word from
a book by David Eddings. I think it's
one of the books from The Elenium
series. Yes, a fantasy book. In it,
one of the male characters was
saying, "Why? Why would anyone
do such a thing?!?!". He mistook it
to be "castrate"...
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This is where they host bands for
performances. Ave and Rayner don't plan
for scheduled performances. If musicians
and bands approach them for a
performance slot, then plans are made.
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I darkened the photo for artistic effect. At least I hope it's
artistic... I find light sources and the shadows they throw
interesting. Unfortunately, my iPhone 3G doesn't quite
capture the subtlety...
As you can tell, there will be a lot of photos. A lot.
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This was taken from my perch when I was
sipping my coffee. I was looking up. Not
simultaneously drinking coffee of course.
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Why was my picture so shaky?!?
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Why is this one slanted? We might never know...
Even the designer of the cafe didn't give me a
straight answer. Yes, I even got to speak with the
designer. He also designed the name cards.
He said these pigeonholes also give people a way
to give feedback by slotting slips of paper into
them.
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I don't know why this is here too...
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That's the crystalline structure of coffee magnified. This
cafe is awesome.
The whole place (and name cards) was designed by
Donald Koh and his business partner Gabriel Neo. I
talked with Donald (Gabriel wasn't around), and he was
the one who gave me the lowdown on the details.
Donald and Gabriel run a design company called Studio
Polymorph. I learnt that they want to start a small
publication with stories and photos of interesting places
in Singapore.
You can contact Donald and Gabriel at
donald [at] studiopolymorph [dot] com
gabriel [at] studiopolymorph [dot] com
respectively.
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Leonardo da Vinci was born on 15 April 1452.
He is considered the quintessence of a
polymath. This magazine is made for people
like him, like you. Although I don't presume to
match his breadth and depth of knowledge.

Even if you're not reading this on 15 April,
think about your accomplishments. What
have you done today to increase the breadth
and depth of your knowledge, your skills and
your contribution to the people around you?
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MusicCamp SG
in March 2011

This is perhaps the first MusicCamp ever done. At least in the Southeast Asian
region. This is done in BarCamp style. Basically, speakers put up their topics
and participants vote on which topic they want to hear first.
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This is Jason Ong talking about a pet project of his, as a
warmup to the event. He's also one of the organisers.
He was talking about how messy exchanging name
cards could be. What if you could take a photo with
that person, and link it with, say, Facebook? You don't
have to remember when and where you met the
person. And you can get more information through
Facebook.

How did I get such a close shot? I got over my
fear and stood shamelessly at the front.
Since I was there, Jason also used me as part
of his demonstration.
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This is Derek Sivers, who used to
own CD Baby, a distributor of
independent music.

This is Sazh (Sahj? I don't know how
to spell her name), whom I believe is
Derek's wife.
She's in the education field, and
loves cats.
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The topics for the day
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The first speaker is Yi Zhe, talking about "Pulse and music". I
actually spoke with Yi Zhe before his talk. He's a final year
medical student, and he's also a jazz bassist. He teaches jazz
to junior college students (about 17 or 18 years old).
He defines "pulse" as a beat that comes from deep within the
musician. He also believes it comes from the basal ganglia, a
part of the brain that's deeply encased, a part that's tied to
emotional functions.
He told me that music nowadays sound "dead", because the
music is played precisely on the beat. I'm not sure about this,
but he also said if the musician/singer played/sang slightly off
the beat, that part of the song was re-tuned so it's on the beat.
That's why the songs sound a bit off, even though you might
not know why.
Over time, after repeated exposure to these types of music,
you begin to feel depressed, that nothing really satisfies you.
Your emotional self (basal ganglia) don't like the music, but
your objective self (cerebral cortex?) "believes" it's "right" to
continue to like the music. Perhaps you're numb to the music
(repeated exposure). Perhaps it's because of peer pressure
(everyone likes it, so it must be good).
Either way, you feel a dissonance.
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There's a regularity to music beats, and according to Yi Zhe's research,
the great musicians are generally off this "regular music beat". Because
the great musicians follow their own pulse, an internal rhythmic beat
that follow the music's beat, but not exactly on the beat.
Yi Zhe has a thing against metronomes.
He said there's a "pull" effect if the musician is slightly behind the beat.
It's a "push" effect if the musician is slightly ahead of the beat. The
pullers are laid back, giving you the feel of anxious waiting, of waiting
for the climax to arrive. The pushers move you right along the music.
There's the concept of a pulse generator. You start off being able to feel
your own pulse. Then you progress to being able to feel other people's
pulse. Then you progress to becoming a pulse generator, where you
start influencing other people's pulse.
The best music groups/bands all consist of pulse generators. No one
person is solely in charge of creating pulse. Musician A starts off as the
first pulse generator, with the others being pullers or pushers. As the
song moves along, another musician may come to the foreground with
his pulse. And so on and so forth.
The fact that you're a pulse generator means you can already feel other
people's pulse, and that's how harmonious music is created. That's how
the great jazz groups and symphonic orchestras work.
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Derek Sivers was next, talking about
music and entrepreneurship.
He said he's stoked because most
conferences he knew tend to revolve
around business and technology. He's
never attended one on just music.
Derek recounted a story of how he
shortened his music education by half (I
think). By some circumstance, he got to
know a teacher at the school he applied
for. That teacher told him to come the
next day. So the next day, Derek received
the condensed version of 4 years of music
education into a few hours.
That teacher also told Derek that although
some modules were mandatory, that
didn't mean he had to sit through them
during the semester. If he appealed, he
could sit for final exam for those modules
without going through the classes. And he
did.
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Persistence
is
polite

In another circumstance, he got a job at Warner Brothers through a
friend (or that teacher from before. I can't remember...). His entry level
job was being in charge of cassette tapes. Yes, they're older than CDs.
I've used them before, ok? (Hmm... what does that say about me?)
One day, the receptionist took a break and asked Derek to take over.
The lesson learnt was that if you call, be confident. "Please patch me to
legal." Not, "I, uhm, am calling to talk about, uh, my new song." You'll
never get through, because the receptionist won't know who to connect
you to if you don't know. She's busy, ok?
Another lesson learnt was "Persistence is polite". Follow up after you
send your song to be considered. Record companies received hundreds
and thousands of songs from people. If you can't be bothered to follow
up, they can't be bothered to consider you. Derek said one particular
editor (of a magazine?) only looked at a submission after the person
followed up for at least 3 times. The editor puts the submission into
another box whenever a follow up occurs. "Did you get my submission?
I called once before." Then she transfers the submission to another box.
Eventually, there's a box with submissions that's "worthy" of
consideration. You don't have to rude about the follow up call (or email
in this age?). Just ask politely.
Derek also told another story of how this guy was always hanging
around. He didn't get in the way, and the receptionist knew him. But
whenever something needed to be done, he'd offer to do it, no matter
how small. Then one day, "I need this recording done". The guy said, "I
can do it." It was some small sound recording. There was trust and
familiarity already established. Then it was another recording. Slowly,
this guy became the most recorded artist.
Be in the middle of things. And being persistent doesn't hurt too.
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This is Jerry, co-founder of Express In Music, a
Singapore company that connects musicians with
individuals or companies looking for original
songs.
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Jerry was sharing his experience on running the company. One thing he
noted was that, even if you're extremely talented, you still need a
modicum of presentation. For example, don't send a video demo of you
singing with an angel's voice but dressed in pyjamas. Jerry cannot sell
your demo to a company looking to hire a musician. He just can't, ok?
Near the end of his talk, Jerry touched on the business side of things. In
particular, on how local (Singaporean) musicians can support
themselves. This apparently touched a nerve with the audience. I won't
say that audience participation degenerated almost to a verbal brawl
(among the audience members themselves), but it came close.
Jerry was just standing there listening to the heated discussion (but still
civil. Barely). Eventually, Jason (the organiser) had to step in so Jerry
could finish his presentation.
I will share my views on this music business thing at the end of this
article. I didn't participate in the discussion because the people talking
about the topic were extremely passionate about their views. I didn't
think they were ready and open to hear my views, nor did I have any
inclination to prolong the discussion and stop Jerry's talk.
Now, I'm not being haughty and think I'm a know-it-all. You'd have to
be there to experience the almost-tangible electric sparks flying
around. It was intense.
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Next was George Hess. He volunteers as a music teacher in Cambodia.
He said one of the biggest problems was that it's hard to get Internet
access in Cambodia. The schools are also far away from urban areas and
there's no public transportation.
The first thing he wants to do is to get computers there. If you have a
computer, you can then start to worry about how to get Internet access.
He transports the computer in parts, together with personal luggage. I
assume other volunteers help in this too.
The reason is that it's too expensive and too much of a hassle to
transport the computers using normal channels (such as DHL). The
customs would stop you cold.
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This is Navjot Pawera who would talk
about iPad music apps. He presented a
talk on street photography at another
event before. You can read that street
photography article in the February 2011
issue.
I didn't get the names of the iPad apps.
The apps basically allow you to make
music, whether it be a guitar or piano
keyboard simulation, or a DJ turntable
simulation.
On the table, he used the camera on the
Mac to capture the screen on his iPad.

Screenshots of 4 different apps on the
next page.
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This app has beats and bass and instrumental music, which you
can drag and drop on the screen. Auto-music, at your service.
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The heated audience discussion

the hearts of people?

Ok, before I share my views on the music business,
I want to state that I don't know a lot about music
itself. I was in the Chinese orchestra for a few
years, but that's it. What I'm concentrating on, is
the "business" side.

Instead of complaining about the loss of original
expression, the loss of the old ways of
monetisation, the rarity of original music, do
something about it.

The main point was about how musicians can
support themselves through their work. Record
labels are losing money because of music piracy.
Piracy encourages the idea that music is free.
There was a filmmaker who was lamenting about
how he couldn't find original music to use in a
school project. I asked if he was willing to pay, and
he shot me down with "Of course not!".
Vehemently. Later on in the discussion, I found out
that he's willing to pay, just not a large amount.
That filmmaker found an original music piece that
costs him USD 25, with flexible licensing rights. I
asked another audience member, a music studio
owner (I think), what's the price for creating a
piece of original music. That studio owner said it's
about SGD 3000, which is almost USD 2400. Can
you blame the filmmaker?
Another issue brought up was the idea of the type
of music produced. Are musicians forced to
produce "commercial" types of music to survive?
What about freedom of expression, of touching

Since the music itself is free (or close to it), you
can't charge much for that anymore. But you can
charge for concert tickets, merchandise, live shows
and meetup sessions with the musicians. You can't
pirate a concert, because you can't reproduce the
feeling of being at the concert with other fans
(even with a video of the concert).
What about freedom of expression and creating
original music? Go niche. Heard of songs about the
TV show Doctor Who? The band Chameleon
Circuit does just that (see Charlie McDonnell and
Alex Day). Or songs about Harry Potter? Check out
the Ministry of Magic - House Song by Luke
Conard. Luke also created a song about robot love
(as the band ALL CAPS with Kristina Horner).
Alternate version here.
As an example of live shows, here's the version of
the robot love song "Don't Unplug Me" at Playlist
LIVE. Can you really capture the feeling on a DVD
without being there yourself? If you haven't
noticed, I really like that song. :)
Or how about Craig Benzine, who sometimes
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promotes his band Driftless Pony Club on his
YouTube channel, Wheezy Waiter? His band just
finished a tour around US.
All of the 3 bands mentioned above are with an
independent online music label DFTBA Records.
They've gathered True Fans through talent and
hard work on YouTube (read my interview with
Thom Chambers on True Fans at the start of
magazine). They sell individual songs through
iTunes, sell T-shirts and other merchandise, and
promote themselves using YouTube. They've
taken matters into their own hands.
"Oh those are indie music." You want classical
music? Check out this video of MozART group. As
a musician, you're basically entertaining people.
People will pay to be entertained.
People won't pay money for your music until they
know it's good. You don't want to give away your
music until you're paid. It's an impasse, a chicken
and egg problem. Something has to give. Decide.
You want to make money with music? Charge for
something that can't be pirated. Be creative.
So what does DFTBA stand for?
Don't Forget To Be Awesome.

With today's technology,
you no longer lack the
means to create.
You simply lack the will to
do so.

Random picture of the month:
Drums performance by kids
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Want to know why Singapore is ranked high for
mathematics and science? This poster I found
on a pillar is part of the reason why.
Not content with practising their own school's
tests, Singaporean children will practise
answering other schools' tests (or "forced" by
parents and teachers and peers). There's
enough demand that there are services to
consolidate exam papers for you.
CA and SA stand for "Continual Assessment"
and "Semestral Assessment" respectively. The
school year is divided into 2 semesters, thus
SA1 and SA2 for the first and second halves of
the year. CA1 is held sometime in the middle of
SA1. Similarly for CA2 and SA2.

Better results, delivered to your doorstep.
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I got to know this Swedish cafe, Fika, in Singapore from a friend, and I've been
wanting to visit it. I was meeting said friend, and I forgot to take a photo of the
exterior. So, I, uh, took a screenshot of the website instead... *sheepish*

I ordered the lunch set, which came with
soup. I think this was mushroom soup. I
haven't eaten meals like this for a while,
ok? My taste buds have gone to sleep...
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I also ordered the Trocadero, which is a Swedish apple and
orange flavoured soft drink. It tasted citrusy. I'm not a food
critic ok? What do you want me to say?
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My friend ordered the all-day breakfast
set. Which actually looks tastier than my
main course.
Which, uh, in my haste and confusion, uh, I
forgot to take a photo of... *sheepish* It's
seafood pasta, the set lunch for the day.
*sigh*
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And chocolate brownie for dessert.
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If you find yourself going
nowhere, know that your
best results come from
“now” and “here”.
What are you waiting for?

Be part of a tribe
This magazine exists because of you. If
you find anything interesting, give me a
holler and I'll take a look.

[ Event details ]
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So blinkBL-NK was held in a different place, Brewerkz,
for the March 2011 event. I had a hard time finding the
place. Click on the picture below for the funny video of
how I suck at navigation (YouTube video). That's me
miming the murder of the convenience store staff who
gave me... confusing directions.
In the video, I also talked about 2 bonus speakers. I won't
cover their topics here, so you'll just have to watch the
video to find out. Here's the link from the first bonus
speaker:
http://doiop.com/complexity

Click picture for video!

They have a raffle going on! My number
is 89. Sadly, I didn't win anything...
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On the left, we have my friend JF. Yes, I only know
him by his initials...
On the right, we have Dr John van Wyhe (Wikipedia
page), the second speaker. He's a historian of science
at National University of Singapore.
I arrived late (see video on previous
page), so I was glad JF invited me to
his table. Little did I know the first 2
speakers were around that table.
I had never been so close to a
speaker... (golden opportunity!)
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I took a look around. As you can see, it's
packed. It's lucky JF invited me to his table...
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This is Erin from Brewerkz,
handing out raffle tickets.

Isaac, organiser of blinkBL-NK,
preparing to introduce the first
speaker.
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The first speaker is Mark Kwan,
president of the Screenwriters
Association in Singapore.
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The topic of Mark was
about the Oscars.
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There's too much information to take notes. Here's a fun
fact: The median marriage duration of an Oscar winning
actress is 4.3yrs. This means if you're married to an
actress who wins an Oscar, expect to have a divorce after
4.3yrs. It's called the Oscar Curse.
The people who vote for Oscar winners include,
naturally, the actors, directors and producers. They also
include the staff from makeup and hair.
Fun fact: The most influential voters appear to be
members of AMPAS (Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences). And they are mostly made up of
1) Old 2) White 3) Men.
Take what you will from that knowledge...
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This picture was taken of an overhead screen,
hence the odd angle. Mark was showing some of
the movies.
Fun fact: Mark started memorising Oscar winning
movies since he was 11 years.
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Mark was comparing the relative obscurity of the
movie Winter's Bone and the confusing story of
Inception.
I like Inception, by the way. And to answer your
question, I think the protagonist was back in the
real world. Too cruel and sad if it's otherwise. Plus
the top seemed to wobble near the end...
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Mark and his friend Melissa. Mark was actually hesitant
about his photo taken. Apparently, he doesn't believe I'm
an actual journalist/reporter. I'm hurt...
And Melissa is a jazz singer.
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Melissa and her friend, Merlin. Yes, as in the wizard. Awesome name.
Merlin's a geography teacher. She probably knew how to come to
Brewerkz better than I did...
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I'll admit it. John's topic is too hard for me.
He was spewing facts and debunking myths
about Darwin so fast that I just sat there and
listened. Note taking would distract too
much from listening to his talk.
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Alright, I don't want to leave you with
nothing from John's talk. From what I
remember, one myth was about
Darwin's finches. Specifically, about
the finches' beaks. John said Darwin
simply noted the difference in their
beaks, but didn't actually state any
evolutionary theory on them.
At least that's what I think John said.
Contact John for more information...
There was also a movie made about
Darwin (Creation?). John said other
than the actual names used, every
thing else was wrong.
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Next up, was Natasha Golding, who had worked with
leaders, designers, entrepreneurs, artisans, consultants,
artists and campaigners.
Her talked seemed particularly suitable for entrepreneurs,
but that might be because I'm in this frame of mind.

“Discontent is what you listen to.”
“Social pain is felt.”
“There's nowhere for me to go.”
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Here are some notes I took:

Separation, the sense of being distinct or misunderstood.
Doubt, in finding people who get you, who support you
despite their pain of being out of their comfort zone.
No one who creates their own business and products feels
good being fake. You must have authenticity.
Glory is intrinsic.
Natasha also talked about the hero's journey, a concept stated
by Joseph Campbell. You can read one of Joseph's books, The
Hero With A Thousand Faces, for more information.
I also covered a little bit about the hero's journey in the July 2010
issue of Singularity.
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Gathering
True Fans
wherever
treehouses
are climbed.

Be careful while climbing!

Subscribe!
http://polymathprogrammer.com/singularity/

Gruesome and disturbing evening:
A visit to the Singapore Art Museum
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You can check out the Singapore Biennale 2011
if you're in the region.
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I went with a friend to the museum on a Friday
evening. It turns out museums offer free admission on
Friday evenings.
There was also a bazaar just outside the museum.
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"Vincent, what is this contraption?",
you ask.
Good question. It's an audio guide.
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The audio guide is free if you purchased an admission ticket, or
SGD 3 if it's free admission (such as on that Friday evening).
For a limited number of art pieces, you can listen to an
explanation of the art piece. It might even be a narration from
the artist himself.
I suspect this is also another monetisation tactic, but that might
be just my business self talking.
Now, there were signs on "No flash photography". I wasn't sure
if an iPhone counted, so there won't be a lot of photos. But, just
for you, I snuck in and took photos of 2 art pieces.
Something else I need to mention. For whatever reason, the first
few art pieces were a little... disturbing. The first room had
statues of humans being impaled by all manner of objects.
Knives, measuring rulers, broomsticks, swords. There was one
statue with bones sticking out at places where there shouldn't
be.
The next room I went had pictures of a naked man, with a focus
on his groin region. His private parts were thankfully covered by
an open Japanese fan. There was also a letter where a man was
confessing about his urges. I think that another man was killed,
and this man faced with a corpse, had a compelling urge to, uh,
satisfy himself. This man also said that egg whites were
excellent tools in his act of masturbation.
Don't worry, the rest of this article isn't as graphic.
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The artist created a cylindrical bookshelf.
Then a mirror was placed at the bottom, and
another mirror placed at the top. The effect
was a seemingly endless tunnel of books.
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The other interesting art piece was a small office room.
The artist made the room as stark as possible. From what
I read of the description, the artist made the room
austere, sterile, and devoid of humanity. And hints of
violence were visible, but not immediately noticeable.
The only ways you could view the room was through a
window at the side, and through a door opened slightly
ajar. The door was deliberately fixed, so the viewer
couldn't open it fully, thus feeling the frustration of not
seeing the room entirely. You could perhaps stick your
head in, but that's about it.
I was wondering what the hint of violence was. From the
window, the room looked ordinary, if a bit boring. When I
looked through the door, I saw on the floor a 5 cent coin.
Hmm... There was also a patch of what I presume to be
dirt. The dirt was packed in a small plastic bag stuck to
the floor, so it's part of the art piece.
Remember, the room was scrupulously clean, so the 5
cent coin and packet of dirt stood out. But the real
surprise was yet to be seen...
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The window was to the left, just above the file cabinet.
This picture was taken from the opening at the door.
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Oh my goodness! There's an
axe under the file cabinet!
You will note that the axe will
only be visible if you look
through the door, and only if
you also crouch down.

The 5 cent coin and pack of dirt were somewhere here. I was in a hurry and missed them,
because I was afraid the museum attendant would catch me taking photos...
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Send your feedback and comments to me.
I'll get back to you as soon as I can.
Tell your friends about Singularity. Link here:
http://polymathprogrammer.com/singularity/
I'll see you soon,
Vincent Tan
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